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HOSPITAL WORKER DISMISSED
FOR KEEPING PATIENT RECORDS

By Emma Monsellier & Shazreen Hussain

Ana Shaw ,  a former Tauranga Hospital worker

sacked for retaining patient information has failed

in another attempt to prove her dismissal was

unlawful .  Shaw was dismissed in March 2015 for

serious misconduct after collating patient

information for her personal use .  She claimed it

was evidence to support her concerns of

tampering with patients notes and bullying ,  and

that her retention of the information was based on

the advice of her Union .  The Hospital dismissed

her for serious misconduct citing clear breaches of

patient privacy and its own internal policies .  

Shaw raised a grievance in the Employment

Relations Authority for unjustified disadvantage

and unjustified dismissal .  However ,  the Authority

agreed with the Hospital ’s decision to dismiss .

Unhappy with the outcome ,  Shaw appealed to the

Employment Court .  CultureSafe NZ (Shaw ’s

representative) in the proceedings criticised the

Hospital ’s actions as “procedurally unfair and

unwarranted” claiming that the retention of

patient information was necessary to prove her

workplace concerns .

The Court upheld the Authority ’s decision noting

Shaw 's conduct “needed to be looked at through

the lens of the significance of patient privacy” .

Patient privacy must always come first .

 “While she may have thought there was a bona fide reason to

collect and hold this information ,  She only reached that

conclusion by putting her interests ahead of those of the

patients whose records she collected and kept” 

The Court stated .  Further ,  “It must have been obvious to [Shaw],

given her training and experience ,  that by collecting and

keeping patient records she was breaching her professional

obligations and the Hospital ’s policy . ”

This case is interesting because it required the Courts to balance

the importance of privacy against the evidential interests of an

employee in supporting a grievance .  Shaw was concerned that if

she was not permitted to collate the patient records ,  then she

would not be able to prove her grievance and this was unfair .

Yet ,  the Court reaffirmed the significance of privacy at the

expense of any evidential basis .  Shaw remains unhappy with the

outcome and is threatening to appeal the Courts decision .  She ’s

even set up a Givealittle page to help fund her ongoing legal

costs .  Perhaps unsurprisingly ,  donations are few !

FIRED FOR MISUSE OF A FUEL CARD 

Anthony Henry ,  a supervisor who worked at a fishmonger in

Dunedin ,  has recently lost a legal battle to challenge his

dismissal on the grounds of misuse of a company fuel card .

Henry ,  as part of his role ,  was required to use his personal

vehicle to collect/deliver goods for the Company .  Although he

was using his own vehicle ,  Henry did have access to a Company

fuel card with an allowance of $100 a week providing the fuel

was for work-related purposes .  

During a period of sick leave ,  Henry topped-up his own vehicle

with fuel even though he wasn ’t actually working .  Henry claimed

that his use of the fuel card was flexible and the cost was only 
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impact or hinder (in any way) their ability to

perform in the role .  On the basis that Aitken

was not required to work at all during the

temporary closure ,  his access to company-

owned equipment was not necessary .  

NO MATTER HOW SEVERE THE
MISCONDUCT, GOOD FAITH
STILL APPLIES

An Auckland school has been criticised for

failing to conduct a fair and reasonable

process leading to a Teacher ’s dismissal .  The

school claimed its actions were an appropriate

response to student complaints of poor

teaching practices ,  the use of foul language

and indecent assault levied against a Teacher .  

The Teacher admitted to poorly handling a

class of students and for using foul language

towards them when trying to discipline an

unruly class .  Frustrated with their refusal to

listen to his instructions ,  he admitted to

“getting annoyed” and for a “momentary lapse”

in professionalism but denied allegations of

any sexual harassment .  He did admit to poor

teaching practices and swearing at the

students .  

The Employment Relations Authority

acknowledged the severity of the allegations

and agreed that the school was required to

treat the matter as serious .  Yet ,  the school had

not conducted an appropriate investigation

into the students complaints .  Instead ,  it based

its decision on similar issues previously raised

between 2000 to 2002 which were

investigated at that time but not upheld .  

The Authority cited that “employers are

expected to enter into a disciplinary process

with an open mind . ”

$40 .00 ,  whereas the Company felt his conduct was dishonest

and serious .  He was subsequently dismissed .

Henry raised a grievance in the Employment Relations

Authority claiming the dismissal was unfair .  The Authority sided

with the Company and agreed that Henry ’s actions were serious

misconduct as it destroyed the trust and confidence inherent

in an employment relationship .  The decision to dismiss was one

that a fair and reasonable employer could have reached in all

the circumstances .  

This case is interesting because so often staff have access to

fuel cards ,  credit cards ,  store cards belonging to the employer

and think that the odd little expense here and there will go

unnoticed .  Well whatever the amount ,  if an expense is incurred

on a card for non-work purposes then this is tantamount to

serious misconduct unless the employer ’s consent has

previously been given .  

RETURNING COMPANY-OWNED PROPERTY
DURING A LOCKDOWN IS REASONABLE

Welding Technology Limited has successfully defended a

personal grievance for unjustified disadvantage ,  brought by a

former Sales Rep ,  when it requested its return of company-

owned equipment during a lockdown .

Here ,  Mark Aitken argued that the employers request for its

return of his mobile phone ,  company vehicle and laptop was

evidence of pre-meditation leading up to a dismissal .  In

response ,  the employer claimed that an Alert Level 4 lockdown

caused the business to temporarily close meaning that staff

would not be required to use company-owned equipment and

that its request was reasonable given the circumstances .  The

Employment Relations Authority agreed .  In his role as a Sales

Rep ,  Aitken had no work to perform and was not required to

undertake any duties during the closure .  There was no reason

for him to hold onto the property and Aitken was not

disadvantaged by the employer ’s request .  

This case is an important reminder that the ongoing use of

company-owned property cannot be assumed .  An employer has

the right to request the return of its property at any time and

for any reason .  There will only be a disadvantage to the

employee if the request for return of property is likely to 
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on the extent of its inquiry .  Specifically ,  the

‘Declaration of Faith ’  document that all

residents are asked to ‘sign and abide by

without question ’  seems to have been

overlooked as part of its inquiry .  Yet ,  former

residents claim this document is critical

because it is essentially forcing people to waive

their legal rights and that residents have no

choice but to give service .  1 former resident

claims to being beaten with a shovel and

starved for not working fast enough as a child

working in the community .  Senior Gloriavale

leader ,  Peter Righteous appeared before the

Court last week and told the Court that

residents “choose to live a sharing ,  communal

life” in the hope of “perfect obedience to God . ”

Residents willingly submit to each other and

those who have authority over them .  

We are following this case with interest as it

gives us a clearer insight into the hidden

community .  But more importantly ,  it will have

great importance for the ‘volunteers verses

worker ’  debate .
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The inference being ,  that the school had already formed a

preconceived idea of the Teacher ’s conduct and “that from the

outset the [school] Board had formed a view of [the teacher 's]

credibility based on the historical incidents” and decided to

dismiss .

The Authority felt that to comply with the duty of good faith ,  it

was incumbent on the school to review the complaints with a

fresh pair of eyes and to carefully consider the Teacher ’s

explanation of events before reaching a decision .  It should not

have taken into account historical issues which were not

substantiated and made an assumption of culpability .

This case makes it clear that each disciplinary matter must be

treated as separate and distinct and even if similar issues have

arisen previously ,  these incidents can only be given any

reasonable consideration if they were investigated at that time ,

upheld and there is a live disciplinary sanction on foot .

Unsubstantiated incidents dating back 20 years should not be

given any consideration whatsoever .  

THE GLORIAVALE LEGAL BATTLE

You may have heard about the legal challenge currently before

the Employment Court by former Gloriavale residents .  Well ,  if

not ,  a group of former Gloriavale residents are pursuing a claim

through the Court challenging a Labour Inspectorate ’s decision

that residents of the community cannot be defined as

“employees” under employment law .  

Based on complaints that residents are working long excessive

hours ,  the Labour Inspector conducted an inquiry into their

employment status to determine whether employment law

applies to those living and working within the community .  The

inquiry concluded that no employment relationship existed as

residents living in the community are giving service without

any expectation of payment or reward .  The parties had come

together in the sharing of religious beliefs and that their work

was a means of providing service for the whole community and

not for personal gain .  

Unhappy with the outcome ,  3 former residents have spoken up

and claimed that they were “robbed of choice” and now the

Labour Inspectorate is having to face some tough questioning 
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